How to weave a star

1. Cut 4 pieces of ribbon, approximately 50cm each.
2. Fold all 4 ribbons in half together and crease tightly. Place 2 pieces of ribbon on the table and one in each of your hands.
3. Place the ribbon in your right hand and loop it over the ribbon in your left hand to create an 'L' shape.
4. Pick up a 3rd ribbon and loop it up over your 2nd ribbon to create a 'U' shape.
5. Using your 4th ribbon, loop over your 3rd ribbon and pass both ends through the centre of your first ribbon. Flip your star over and place on table.
6. Working anti-clockwise, start by folding down one of each of the ribbons, creasing each time. With the last ribbon, fold it over and through to secure.
7. This is the body of your star.
8. Starting at the top right, fold your ribbon under and to the right.
9. Fold to crease into a point.
10. Using the same ribbon, fold down, leaving a small gap, to create a triangle.
11. Fold the right side of the triangle over the left side and tuck the end of the ribbon into the pocket of the pink ribbon.
12. Trim the cut end of your tucked-in ribbon.
13. Working on every second ribbon, repeat this process: Under and to the right, crease, fold down to make a triangle, crease, fold from right to left, crease and tuck.
14. When you have folded all the top right ribbons down, flip over your star and repeat the process on the other side.
15. You have now completed your star.

The One Million Stars to End Violence Project

Join us at another event as we create 1,000,000 stars! www.onemillionstars.net www.BrisStyle.com.au